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Abstract

Lya photons are resonantly scattered by neutral hydrogen, and may therefore trace both the spatial extent and the
kinematics of the gas surrounding galaxies. We present new observations of the extended Lya halo of Q2343-
BX418, a low-mass (M 5 108

 = ´ M), low-metallicity (Z≈0.25 Ze) star-forming galaxy at z=2.3. Using the
Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI), the blue-sensitive optical integral field spectrograph recently installed on the
Keck II telescope, we detect Lya in emission to a radius of 23 kpc, and measure an exponential scale length of
6 kpc in the outer region of the extended halo. We study the double-peaked spectroscopic Lya profile in individual
spectral pixels (“spaxels”) over a ∼25×30 kpc region, finding significant variations in the peak ratio and peak
separation. The profile is dominated by the red peak in the central regions, while in the outskirts of the extended
halo the red and blue peak strengths are roughly equal; these observations are consistent with a model in which the
peak ratio is largely determined by the radial component of the outflow velocity. We find a gradient of 300 km s 1-

in the Lya peak separation across the extended halo, indicating variations in the column density, covering fraction,
or velocity range of the gas. These new observations emphasize the need for realistic, spatially resolved models of
Lya radiative transfer in the halos of galaxies.
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1. Introduction

The luminous portions of galaxies are surrounded by an
extended gaseous halo, the site of complex interplay between
galactic outflows, inflows, and reaccretion. Evidence of this
circumgalactic medium (CGM) is seen in enhancements of
neutral hydrogen and metals near galaxies, detected in
absorption in the spectra of background sources (e.g.,
Adelberger et al. 2005; Simcoe et al. 2006; Steidel
et al. 2010; Crighton et al. 2011; Rudie et al. 2012; Turner
et al. 2014; Werk et al. 2014).

Further clues to the nature of the CGM may be found in the
diffuse halos of Lya emission surrounding star-forming
galaxies both locally (Hayes et al. 2013) and at high redshifts
(Steidel et al. 2011; Matsuda et al. 2012; Momose
et al. 2014, 2016; Wisotzki et al. 2016; Leclercq et al. 2017;
cf. Bond et al. 2010; Feldmeier et al. 2013). The origin of these
halos is debated, with suggestions including cooling radiation
from cold accretion, emission from satellite galaxies, or
resonant scatting of Lya photons from star formation by the
CGM (e.g., Haiman et al. 2000; Taniguchi & Shioya 2000;
Faucher-Giguère et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2011; Lake
et al. 2015). Recent observational studies have been unable
to distinguish between these scenarios (Leclercq et al. 2017).

Resonant scattering modifies the spectral profile of Lya
emission as well as its spatial distribution. Spatially integrated
Lya emission is nearly always redshifted relative to the
systemic velocity, indicating the presence of a galactic
outflow:Lya photons encounter the lowest optical depth when

they backscatter from the receding outflow on the far side of
the galaxy, and thereby acquire a frequency shift enabling them
to pass through the galaxy without further scattering. Galaxies
with a relatively low Lya optical depth typically exhibit
double-peaked profiles, with a dominant red peak and weaker
blue peak bracketing the systemic velocity; the peak separation
decreases with decreasing opacity, and the strength of the blue
peak may increase as well (e.g., Verhamme et al. 2006, 2017;
Henry et al. 2015; Gronke et al. 2016).

Lya emission is thus a powerful probe of the CGM, tracing
both the spatial extent and the velocity structure of the gas
surrounding galaxies. In practice, spatially resolved spectro-
scopic studies of the extended emission are difficult due to its
low surface brightness; most work has examined the kinematics
of the bright, extended Lya nebulae typically associated with
multiple sources (Weijmans et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2014;
Prescott et al. 2015; Swinbank et al. 2015; Vanzella et al. 2017)
or the Lya emission of gravitationally lensed galaxies
(Swinbank et al. 2007; Patrício et al. 2016; Smit et al. 2017).
In this Letter we report new observations of the extended

Lya emission of a low-metallicity galaxy at z=2.3 with the
Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI; Martin et al. 2010;
Morrissey et al. 2012), the blue-sensitive optical integral
field spectrograph commissioned on the Keck II telescope
in September 2017. Our target is Q2343-BX418 (α=
23:46:18.571, δ=+12:47:47.379; J2000), a low-mass (M =
5 108´ M), low-metallicity (12+log (O/H)=8.08) star-
forming galaxy at zsys=2.3054 with a high specific star
formation rate (∼20 Gyr−1) and strong Lya emission. We
target BX418 for KCWI observations because of its strong Lya
emission, its potential similarity to galaxies in the reionization
era for which the CGM properties may be of particular interest,
and its wealth of existing data. BX418 (see Figure 1) has
previously been examined in detail by Erb et al. (2010), with
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additional observations presented by Law et al. (2009), Steidel
et al. (2014), and Erb et al. (2016).

We describe the KCWI observations and data reduction in
Section 2, report our results in Section 3, and discuss their
implications in Section 4. We assume the Planck Collaboration
et al. (2016) values of the cosmological parameters, H0=
67.7 km s 1- Mpc−1, Ωm=0.31, and ΩΛ=0.69; with these
values, 1″ subtends a distance of 8.4 kpc at z=2.3, the redshift
of Q2343-BX418.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

Observations of Q2343-BX418 were obtained on the nights
of 2017 September 22–23, under clear conditions with ∼0 9
seeing. The KCWI medium-scale slicer samples a contiguous
field of 16 5×20 4, where the longer dimension is along
slices, with 24×0 69 samples perpendicular to the slices. The
E2V 4 k×4 k detector was binned 2×2 on readout, resulting
in spatial sampling on the detector of 0 29 along slices and
2.5 pixels per spectral resolution element. The KCWI-B BL
grating was used with a camera angle placing 4500Å at the
center of the detector; the common wavelength range sampled
by all 24 slices is 3530–5530Å, with a spectral resolution of
2.5Å (FWHM), for a resolving power of R∼1400–2200
depending on wavelength.

Nine exposures of 1200 s each (total 10,800 s) were obtained
with small telescope offsets between each to better sample the
spatial point spread function (PSF) in the direction perpendicular
to slices. The KCWI Data Reduction Pipeline3 was used to
reduce raw charge-coupled device (CCD) frames to wavelength-
calibrated, spatially rectified, differential atmospheric dispersion-
corrected, background-subtracted, flux-calibrated data cubes with
initial sampling of 0 29 by 0 69 (spatial) and 1Å pix−1

(spectral). The individual reduced data cubes were then averaged
with inverse variance weighting, after registration and spatial
resampling onto an astrometrically correct rectilinear grid sampled
with 0 3 in each spatial dimension, rotated to place north up and
east left.

3. The Extended Lyα Halo of Q2343-BX418

We begin with the global Lya properties of Q2343-BX418.
A one-dimensional spectrum extracted from the spatial sum of
the central 8×8 spectral pixels reveals double-peaked Lya
emission over the observed wavelength range 4002–4034Å
(1210–1220Å in the rest frame; see Figure 2). We therefore
collapse the data cube spectrally over this range to construct a
Lya image. We also create a continuum image by collapsing a
region of the same spectral width redward of the Lya line
(4195–4227Å or rest frame 1269–1279Å) and scaling it to the
average value of the continuum measured on the blue and red
sides of the line. We subtract this continuum image from the
Lya image to create a line-only map of the Lya emission,
shown in the left panel of Figure 2.

The continuum-subtracted Lya image reveals an extended
halo of emission with peak surface brightness maxS =
1.71 0.026 10 16 ´ -( ) erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2, and Lya is
detected with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)�3 (1) per pixel
to a radius of 2.0 (2.4) arcsec or 16 (20) kpc. The sum of the
Lya image gives a total line flux F 4.50 0.048Ly =  ´a ( )
10 16- erg s−1 cm−2, corresponding to a luminosity LLy =a

1.93 0.021 1043 ´( ) erg s−1 at z=2.3. The total line flux
divided by the average continuum level results in the rest frame
equivalent width WLya=105±13Å.
We estimate the Lya escape fraction fesc by comparing

the Ha and Lya fluxes, assuming an intrinsic ratio
Lya/Ha=8.7. Recent measurements from Keck Multi-object
Spectrometer for Infrared Exploration (MOSFIRE) indicate
F 1.3 10H

16= ´a
- erg s−1 cm−2 and Ha/Hb=3.3 (Theios

et al. 2018); after correcting Ha for extinction using the
Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law, we find fesc=0.28.
However, this measurement is subject to significant systematic
uncertainties related to the separate slit-loss corrections applied
to Ha and Hb and the resulting uncertainties in the extinction
correction. The Ha flux measured from Keck OH-Suppressing
Infra-Red Imaging Spectrograph (OSIRIS), which is not
subject to slit losses, is 8.2×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 (Law
et al. 2009); this value results in an escape fraction
fesc=0.45–0.64, where the range brackets the uncertainties
in extinction ranging from Ha/Hb=3.3 as measured by
MOSFIRE to zero extinction as implied by modeling of the
spectral energy distribution. All estimates of the escape fraction
are considerably less than unity, indicating that star formation
within the galaxy is sufficient to produce the observed Lya
emission.

3.1. The Spatial Distribution of Lya Emission

We quantify the spatial distribution of the light by
constructing azimuthally averaged surface brightness profiles
of both the Lya and continuum emission, radially binning the
flux in 0 15 intervals. These profiles are shown in the left
panel of Figure 3, where large symbols show the weighted
mean in each bin and error bars of the same color show the
error on the weighted mean. Larger gray error bars on the
Lya profile indicate the dispersion of individual pixels. After

Figure 1. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3)/
F160W image of Q2343-BX418. The rest-frame optical morphology is
compact, with half-light radius 1.5 kpc (Erb et al. 2010). Lower surface
brightness emission is indicated by the contours, which mark surface brightness
levels in AB magnitudes per square arcsecond ranging from 21.0 to 24.5. The
0 19 PSF is indicated by the gray circle at the lower right.

3 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/KcwiDRP
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binning, Lya emission is detected at 3σ to a radius of 2 7 or
23 kpc.

We also show the azimuthally averaged profile of a quasar
that was observed on the same nights as BX418, with
exposures alternating with those of BX418 (gray triangles,
where the peak value has been scaled to match the peak
continuum surface brightness of BX418). The radial profile of
the quasar is reasonably well-fit with a Moffat profile with
FWHM=0 96 (dotted gray line), and we use this profile as a
model of the PSF. As this model is a nearly perfect match to the
continuum profile of BX418, we conclude that the continuum
emission is not resolved; given the half-light radius of 1.5 kpc
from HST imaging (Erb et al. 2010), this is not surprising.

We then fit the binned Lya surface profile with an
exponential function convolved with the PSF (solid blue line),
finding a best-fit scale length of 2.58±0.02 kpc; however, this
model fits only the inner portion of the extended halo,
significantly underestimating the Lya surface brightness at
radii greater than 1 8 (15 kpc). Fitting an exponential function
to only the points beyond this radius (dashed blue line), we find
a scale length of 6.2±1.1 kpc.

This scale length of 6.2 kpc lies at the low end of the scale
lengths found for stacked Lya images at z>2, which range
from ∼7 to ∼25 kpc (Steidel et al. 2011; Momose
et al. 2014, 2016); these measurements are also made at radii
2″. It is also within the range of halo scale lengths found for
individual galaxies detected by the Multi Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE; Leclercq et al. 2017).

In the right panel of Figure 3 we show the growth curve for
the Lya flux as a function of radius, with the total flux
measured as described above indicated by the horizontal blue
line. This curve indicates that half of the observed Lya
emission lies within a radius of 7.1 kpc (0 8), and the flux
reaches 95% of its total value at a radius of 23 kpc (2 8).

3.2. The Velocity Structure of Extended Lya Emission

Examination of the Lya profiles of individual spaxels within
the extended halo reveals significant differences in the blue-to-
red peak ratio and velocity separation in different regions. We
show two examples in Figure 4. In the left and right panels of
this figure we show one-dimensional Lya velocity profiles
extracted from two different spaxels of the data cube. While
both profiles are double-peaked, the central Lya emission is
dominated by the red peak and has peak separation
Δvpeak=600 km s 1- , while the emission from the edge of
the halo has a blue-to-red peak ratio �1 and a somewhat
narrower peak separation Δvpeak=520 km s 1- .
We find that we can make reliable measurements of the Lya

profile for individual spaxels with S/N�3.5 in the con-
tinuum-subtracted Lya image; for the wavelength ranges over
which we spectroscopically detect Lya emission in these
spaxels, we find Lya S/N>5 for every spaxel with the
exception of one with S/N=3.7. The spaxels with S/N�3.5
correspond to the ∼25×30 kpc region shown in the center
panel of Figure 4.
We measure the blue/red flux ratio by integrating the

continuum-subtracted (for the spaxels in which the continuum
is detected) Lya profile of each spaxel between limits defined
by the points where the data meet the error spectrum,
separating the peaks at the wavelength of the trough between
them. The spatial variation of this ratio is shown in the left
panel of Figure 5. As suggested by the profiles shown in
Figure 4, the red peak dominates in the central region, while the
peak ratio is roughly equal on the outskirts of much of the halo.
We also measure the separation between the two peaks by

fitting a double Gaussian profile to the region between −400
and +500 km s 1- ; this yields a determination of peak
separation with uncertainty <100 km s 1- for all spaxels
measured. The spatial distribution of the resulting peak
separations Δvpeak=vred−vblue is shown in the center panel

Figure 2. Left: surface brightness of the continuum-subtracted Lya emission, shown on a logarithmic scale to emphasize faint emission at large radii. The dashed
white circle in the upper left indicates the PSF with 1″ FWHM, and contours indicate the surface brightness of the continuum image constructed as described in the
text, with the lowest (highest) level at 0.6 (3.6)×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2. Right: one-dimensional spectrum of the Lya emission extracted from the spatial sum
of the central 8×8 spaxels (2 4×2 4). The red line shows the 1σ error spectrum.
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Figure 3. Left: radial profiles of the Lya (blue) and continuum (red) emission. Error bars with colors matching the points indicate the error in the weighted mean, and
larger gray error bars indicate the dispersion of individual spaxels in the Lya image. Only points with >3σ detections are shown. Gray triangles show the radial profile
of a quasar observed on the same nights as BX418, and the dotted gray line shows the best-fit Moffat profile to the quasar data. Blue lines indicate exponential fits as
described in the text. Right: growth curve for the total Lya flux as a function of radius. The horizontal blue line shows the total Lya flux measured as described in
the text.

Figure 4. One-dimensional Lya velocity profiles from two different positions in the extended Lya halo. The central panel shows the logarithmic continuum-
subtracted Lya surface brightness of all pixels with S/N�3.5 (see Figure 2 for numerical values), and spaxels at the center and edge of the halo are marked with red
and blue boxes, respectively. The left panel shows the Lya profile of the central spaxel, and the right panel shows the profile of the spaxel on the edge of the halo. In
both panels, the solid gray line shows the 1σ error spectrum, and the dotted blue and red vertical lines mark the positions of the blue and red peaks, respectively.

Figure 5. Left: continuum-subtracted Lya emission color-coded by the blue/red flux ratio of the double peak. Center: map of Lya peak separation
Δvpeak=vred−vblue in the extended halo. Right: Lya peak ratio vs. separation, with points color-coded by position in the halo as indicated by the inset map at the
lower right.
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of Figure 5. We again observe large changes in the Lya
profile as a function of position in the halo, with a range in
peak separation of 300 km s 1- ; the largest separations of
∼500–600 km s 1- occur in the southeast and central portions of
the halo, while the smallest separations of 350 km s 1- are
found northwest of the central region.

In the right panel of Figure 5 we plot the peak flux ratio
versus separation, color-coding the points by their position in
the halo as shown by the small inset map. One-σ error bars are
shown for both quantities; in the few cases where the red or
blue peak is formally undetected, we measure 3σ lower and
upper limits, respectively. The spectrum shown in the right
panel of Figure 4 corresponds to one of the outliers with a high
peak ratio and large uncertainties.

The peak separation and flux ratio are significantly anti-
correlated; we find a Spearman coefficient −0.44 and a
probability of the null hypothesis in which the data are
uncorrelated of P=7.3×10−6 (4.5σ). The color-coding of
the points by position also shows that the correlation largely
arises from the central regions of the halo, with outliers lying
toward the southeast and northwest edges.

4. Summary and Discussion

We have used KCWI to study the spatial and spectral
properties of the extended Lya halo of Q2343-BX418
(Figure 1), a low-mass (M 5 108

 = ´ M), low-metallicity
(12+log (O/H)=8.08) galaxy at z=2.3. We detect Lya in
emission to a radius of 23 kpc (see Figures 2 and 3), and
measure an exponential scale length of 6 kpc in the outer region
of the extended halo. We measure the double-peaked Lya
profile over a ∼25×30 kpc region, finding that the flux ratio
of the blue and red Lya peaks and their velocity separation
vary significantly across the extended halo (Figures 4 and 5).

The spatial extent of the Lya emission from Q2343-BX418
is broadly consistent with many previous observations of star-
forming galaxies at z>2 (Steidel et al. 2011; Matsuda
et al. 2012; Momose et al. 2014, 2016; Wisotzki et al. 2016;
Leclercq et al. 2017), but little information regarding the
velocity structure of such extended emission has been available
so far. We therefore focus our discussion on the variations in
Lya flux ratio and peak separation shown in Figure 5.

The dominant red peak of most observed Lya profiles is a
signature of galactic outflows, originating from Lya photons
scattered by receding gas on the far side of the galaxy. The
ubiquity of this profile, in combination with the pervasive
blueshifts of interstellar absorption lines, suggests that outflows
are poorly collimated at high redshifts, emerging from a typical
galaxy in nearly all directions; this scenario is further supported
by the lack of correlation between outflow velocity and
apparent inclination (Law et al. 2012). Lya emission is a
powerful diagnostic of this roughly spherical outflow because it
does not rely on the backlight of the stellar continuum, and can
therefore reflect the velocity structure of the CGM gas at large
radii.

This simple outflow model provides a qualitative explanation
for the Lya peak ratios observed in BX418. In the central
regions of the Lya halo we expect to see a red-dominated Lya
profile, as the bulk of the outflow velocity lies along our line of
sight, while in the outer regions of the halo the outflow
becomes largely transverse, resulting in blue and red peaks
approximately equal in strength.

The velocity separation between the blue and red peaks is
widely interpreted as an indication of the H I column density.
Radiative transfer models indicate that the peak separation
increases with increasing NHI (Dijkstra 2014; Verhamme et al.
2015), and local galaxies with escaping Lyman continuum
emission and therefore low NHI are mostly observed to
have double-peaked Lya emission with Δvpeak400 km s 1-

(Verhamme et al. 2017). The increase in peak separation with
increasing column density arises naturally if Lya photons in
denser gas must be scattered to larger frequency shifts in order
to escape. The Lya peak separation may also depend on the
cloud covering fraction in a clumpy outflow, as a higher
covering fraction may mimic the effects of an increase in
column density (Gronke et al. 2016). This scenario implies a
higher column density or covering fraction of outflowing gas in
the central and southeast regions of BX418ʼs Lya halo, where
we observe peak separations Δvpeak∼500–600 km s 1- .
Alternatively, Steidel et al. (2010) developed a model for

both Lya emission and the interstellar absorption lines, finding
that the position of the Lya peaks is determined primarily by
the velocity range of the gas; a wider velocity range results in
both weaker emission and wider separation between the peaks.
Thus, Lya photons originating from regions of higher local
velocity dispersion must scatter to larger velocities in order to
escape their immediate environment. In the context of this
model, it is striking to compare the variations in Lya peak
separation with the adaptive-optics (AO)-assisted mapping of
the Ha velocity dispersion presented by Law et al. (2009, see
their Figure 2). While the physical scales of the two
measurements are very different, with the Ha emission arising
within ∼2×3 kpc, a gradient similar to that of the Lya peak
separation is seen in the local Ha velocity dispersion:the
highest values of σ;90 km s 1- are seen in the southeast
portion of the Ha map, while the velocity dispersion decreases
by nearly a factor of two to σ;50 km s 1- in the northwest. If
the Lya peak separation reflects the velocity dispersion of the
regions where the photons originate, this model then implies
that some memory of this velocity distribution is preserved by
photons re-scattered in regions of the outer halo.
A correlation between the local velocity dispersion and the

Lya peak separation may also arise via connections between
the velocity dispersion and the kinematics of outflowing gas;
many numerical simulations of feedback in galaxies find that
more efficient outflows are associated with higher gas velocity
dispersions (e.g., Agertz et al. 2013; Anglés-Alcázar et al.
2014). Connections between Lya escape and the Ha velocity
dispersion are also seen in local galaxies; Herenz et al. (2016)
found that dispersion-dominated galaxies in the Lya Reference
Sample have higher Lya escape fractions than those with
kinematics dominated by velocity shear.
These models depend on many factors and are not

necessarily mutually exclusive; undoubtedly the column
density, covering fraction, and kinematics of neutral hydrogen
all play roles in modulating the Lya emission in the extended
halo. The observations of Q2343-BX418 that we have
presented here represent only one object, and while they are
indicative of the complexities involved it remains to be seen
whether the Lya kinematics presented here are typical. These
data, and the larger sample of such observations still to come
from the new optical integral field spectrographs, emphasize
the need for realistic, spatially resolved models of Lya
radiative transfer in the halos of galaxies.
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